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Chapter I

Introduction

The problem stated. -- The problem tavolved in this

study is to determine the need for and conditions under

which courses of systematie instruction in adult agricultur-

al education might be offered in the Salt River Valley in

Arizona.

The following minor problems must be considered in the

solution of the major topit.

1. To find out if farmers are interested In adult ed-

ucation in agriculture and if so whether they would expect

instruction to be free or if they would be willing to pay

for it.

2. To determine how often farmers would prefer to

attend classes and what tie of day would be most satisfac-

tory for holding such classes.

3. To determine what material should be included in

the eonstruction of a course of systematic instruction in

adult agricultural education.

4. To find out if sufficient numbers would be interested

and would actually enroll to :ustify offering a systematic

course of adult agricultural education in the Salt River

Valley

5G obtain attitudes of farmers toward ult . pa-

ton in agriculture.



' Terms defined. -- Adult agricultural education will be

limited in this study to the field of agriculture and may be

defined as any instruction given to farm owners or operators

who are over twenty -ane years of age and are not enrolled tu

courses offered in the regular curriculum of the public

schools.

A systematio course of instruction is a course for

which definite plans and objectives have been set up and

which meets at regular stated Intervals.

A farm enter rise is a division of work concerned with

the production of a crop or livestock product. For teaching

purposes enterprises are divided tnto operations required

to carry on successfully the enterprise and operations are

sub-divided into jobs necessary to somplete the tasks.

Origin of the problem. -- The problem presented itself

as a result of the. curtailment of the program for adult

edueation In Arizona for 1933-34 and because of the numer-

ous requests sent to the University of Arizona, Colloge of

Agriculture by farmers of the Salt River Valley asking for

some sort of a program of instruction to aid them in diffi-

culties experienced in carrying on their farm operations.

Reasons for making the study. -- Economic conditions

as they now exist are such that effioient farm operations

are necessary to provide the farm owners or operators with

a living income. One way to trcrease the efficiency of

farm operations is by bringing these owners and operators



in contact with new and improved methods. This entails a

program of adult education conducted by the University or

some other organization that is qualified to present these

new and improved methods to farmers. The attitude of

farm owners and operators should determine very largely

the advisability of attempting such a program. It is also

necessary to find out if there is a sufficient number of

these farmers who would actually enroll for such a course

were it to be given. This is necessury to make it worth

while to offer the instruction. In order to construct a

course for adult farmers it is necessary to find out what

farm operations they would want instruction in and what

plan of meeting would best snit their needs. To know whether

those who are interested and would attend classes are the

old experleaced farmers or whether they are young

experience in farming would make a difference in construc-

tion of the course And in method of teaching. It seemed

that material of this nature would determine whether or not

the farmers •are able to recognize an existing need for

instruction. It would also allow them to express their

wishes and desires concerning the making of a course ta

adult education
	

In the salt River Valley.

Previous studies In the field. -- So far as could be

determined there have been no other studies of the same

nature in the field of adult agricultural educ tion. There

has been a study made in Iowa ta which questionnaires were
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sent to farmers and their families to determine the range of

activities carried on by "Master Farmers" and their families.

The Iowa study
1
 is purely a problem to obtain material for

course construction and is limited to a very select group of

farmers, while the present study aims to determine the need

for and conditions under which adult agricultural educa-

tion should be offered and attempts to eentadt a represen-

tative group of all the farmers in the Salt River Valley.

Sources of data. -- The main source of data for this

study was obtained by a questionnaire sent out to a thou-

sand farmers in the Salt River Valley. Supporting material

has been obtained from current literature on adult agricul-

tural education published by State and Federal Departments

of Vocational Bdueation and books dealing with the subject

of adult education.

Procedure for making the study. -- The first step in

making this study was to determine the group of farmers

In the Salt River Valley who were to be contacted. Through

information available in the office of the Dean of the

College of Agriculture, University of Arizona, it was found

that returns from five farm enterprises constituted the

majority of the agricultural income of the state. These

five enterprises were Cotton Grcwing Dairying, Citrus

1 • D21I19.1g1IL_21-Igwa Sttd.jes - Vol. VI, Dec. 15, 19/30
he Ttor . o America ana Their Edueation" -

Oliver Stuard. Hamer, Ph D.
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Growing, Alfalfa Growing, and Poultry Raising. Therefore

it W4S decided to contact as large a group of men as possible

who were engaged in these specific enterprises.

The- second step was to obtain the names of all the men

in the Salt 'River Valley who were engaged in each of these

enterprises,. Arrangements were made with Mt. Barry Stewart,.

County Agricultural Extension, Agent, Marioopa County, to

obtain from each enterprise a list of names of those farmers

engaged in these five occupations. The lists were compiled

and sent as requested. It was then necessary to check each

single list against all the other lists in order to elim-

inate duplicates as some farmers were engaged in more than

one undertaking. This check being completed, it was felt

that a fairly reliable • list of the farmers , in the Salt

River 'Ailey for each of the above named enterprises was at

hand.

The third step consisted of determining the method to

be used to contact these men . It was necessary to use a

Plan whereby a very large number of the farmers would be

given an opportunity to express their opinions and ideas

in regard to adult agricultural education. The list

mentioned above when checked for duplicates, contained two

thousand names. It was readily seen that a plan of personal

interview would reach only a very small portion of these

en and would not only be time exhallsting and expensive,

but would touch a very small number of farmers as comgared

with the whole grow; so the method finally resorted to was



the questionnaire. By sending a questionnaire to a thousand

Of these farmers, it seemad reasonable that one could pre-

dict from the returns what would be true of the remaining

thousand had they been contacted.

The fourth step was to construct a questionnaire that

would yield the required informtion and yet be brief and

to the point. An analysis of the problem showed that

questions could be divided into four main headings.

1. Questions to determine interest of farmers ta

adult agrieultural education.

2. Questions giving them an opportunity to express

their preference as to time of meeting and frequency of

holding classes.

3. Questions that would ield material for course

construction.

4. Questions to show if they were really in earnest

and an opportunity to make comments and express their

opinions.

With the above outline in mind a questionnaire for each of

the -five enterprises was drawn up. The blank form for each

enterprise was then discussed with the head of the corres-

ponding department ta the College of Agriculture, Univer-

sity of Arizona in order to ensure the authenicity of

oPerationS listed. After this check, a final _questionnaire

was made for each enterprise. These consisted of eight to

ten questions and a note asking them to use the back of

the sheet far comments. A copy of each questionnaire will



be found in the Appendix, Page 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. A letter was

also formulated explaining the proposition and was included

with every questionnaire sent out. A copy of this letter

will be found in the Appendix, page 6.

The fifth step was to distribute the questionnaire.

In order to ineatease the return as much as possible, per-

mission was obtained from Dean Paul S. Burgess of the

College of Agriculture, University of Arizona to send the

questionnaires out under the heading of the'College of

Agriculture, University of Arizena and Agricultural EX-

periment Station. A stamped addreased envelope was included

with each questionnaire for the return o? same. In order

to get a fair sampling of farmers themselves an attempt

was made to exclude absentee owners by mailing only to

those whose addresses were rural routes located in the

Salt River Valley. Every second name on the list vas taken

provided it was a rural route address until two hundred

MABIRS from each list were obtained, thus making the total

number sent equal a thousand.

The sixth step was to tabulate the replys and make un

eValuation of the returns. Data was vat on a percentage

basis for purposes of oomparison. A formulation of con-

clusions based an the data was presented at the end of

each ehapter.

A. final step was to sumtiarize the conclusions ana

point out preblems that have presented themselves in the



working out of this topic.

A disdussion of results and their interpretation will

be made in four chapters and a last chapter will summarize

the findings and suggest problems that have presented them-

selves in the working out of this study. Each chapter

will be disausaed in the light of data obtained and the

interpretation made in regard to each enterprise and the

group as a whole.

The second chapter deals with the interest Shown in

adult education. Data for the discussion of this topic

was obtained from- the first two and the last questions

in the questionnaire which are:

I. If a systematic course of instruction in (enter-

prise name here), classes to begin next fall or winter,

were to be oonducted in your community by the University

of Arizore, College of Agriculture, designed to assist

you tu making more profits from your operations, would

you enroll?

Yea	 No

2. If a fee of three dollars is charged, would you

roll?

Yes	 No

g. If you are actually willing to enroll for a

systematic course of instruction in (enterprise name here)

please sign your nare and address.

The third chapter is a discussion of plans for meeting;
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whether farmers prefer a short intensive course or whether

they would rather have it spread out over a longer period.

The problem of the best time of day to hold the °lasses

will also be censidered.

The fourth chapter is intended to suggest material

for 'course content. The following questions will be

answered tu the light of data obtained for eadh enterprise.

I. On what farr'operations do farmers want further

information?

, 2. What difficulties are farmers having in conducting

their enterprises?

3. In what other subjects or enterprises are farmers

interested?

The fifth chapter will deal with attitudes of farmers

as shown by the remarks they made an the back of the

questionnaire.
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Chapter II

Farmers Interest in kdult Education

In attempting to offer a course of adult agricultural

edueation in any community, it is important to find out some-

thing of the way in which farmers will react to a proposed

program. In this study an attempt has been made to discover

whether or not farmers are interested, whether they would be

willing to pay for a course of instruction and whether or hot

they would actually enroll. The data was obtained from the

first two and the last questions an the questionnaire.

1. If a systematic course of instruction in (enterprise

name here) classes to begin next fall or winter were to be

conducted in your community by the University of Arizona,

College of Agriculture, would you enroll?

Tes	 No

2, If a fee of three dollars is charged would you enroll?

Teo	 No
VIM

9. If you are actually willing to enroll for a systematic

course of instruction please sign your name ana address

Table I represents the total return of questionnaires

listed by enterprises. From the table it will be seen that of

the thousand sent out thirty were returned undelivered. There

were 970 delivered and 97 or 100 of these returned the

questionnaire either fully answered or unanswered with a

notation as to the reason for not filling ta. The return
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distributed among the enterprises was: Citrus, 79 or

Poultry, 16 or 8.Z5s; Alfalfa, 17 or 8.9; Cotton, 14 or

7.10; Dairy, 11 or 5.35s.	 Below is Table T.

Total Return of nuestionnaires
0 —

	

er----717171TCret	 ,e-ercenv
:Returned : Sent : Undelivered : Undelivered :Returned:

•

rus

Table II shows the - bulation of	 were to 0:uestion, I.

It will be seen that 82 answered the question. Of these 69

responded in the affirmative, 10 in the negative and

answered tIth "perhaps" or °depends. " Of the fifteen that

gave no answer, 8 had either changed enterprises or moved

away. The distribution of these responses among the enter-

prises were: Citrus, 26 yes, 6 no, 1 depends, ana 6 no answer;

Poultry, 12 yes, 1 no, 1 depend,s, and 2 no answer; Alfalfa,

12 yes, 2 no, 1 depends, and 2 no answer; Cotton, /1 yes,

1 no, 0 depends, ana 2 no answer; Dairy, S yes, 0 no, 3 de-

pends, ana 3 no answer. Table II is on the next page.

Table III shows the tabulations of arswers to Question 2.

There were 53 that signified interest in a course by answer-

ing in the affirmative, 14 in the negative, and 7 answered
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either . "perhaps" or "depends." A total of 74 answered the

Iluestion. Of the 23 who made no answers, 9 had either changed

enterprises or moved to other parts than the Salt River Valley..

The distribution of the responses arnou the enterprises were:

Citrus, 21 yes, 6 no, 4 depends and 8 no answer; Poultry,

10 yes, 2 no, 1 depends, and 3 no answer; Alfalfa, 11 yes,

2 no 1 .depends„. and 3 no answer; Cotton, 8 yes, 2 no.,

0 depends, : and 4 no AACWOr; Dairy. 3 yes, 2 no, 1 depends

and 5 no answer.,

Table II

Tabulation of Answers to Question 1 9 in the Questionnaire

In response to the last question, 64 signed their mames

and edresses thus definitely signifying that they would be

willing to enroll if the classes were offered. Of those who

did not sign, 8 would have been interested except for the

fact that they had eithor moved or changea their occupation.

Therefore, it was found that 64 out of 89 or 720 of those

replying were interested in the course. The distribution

of those who would enroll were: Citrus Growers, 26; Poultry
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men, 11: Alfalfa Growers, 11; Cotton Growers, 9 and DtlArymen,

7.

Table III

Tabulation of Answers to Question 2. in the Questionnaire

Farmers representea by the five enterprises studied

are interested in a systematic course of instruction that

would enable them to carry on their enterprise in a more

efficient manner. Of those reporting an the first question

81 were in favor of the course while a fee of three dollars

being charged showed a decrease in interest of 14. In ether

words, when asked if they would still enroll if charged the

nominal fee of three dollars, only 6- 4's of those reporting

designated that they would. This shows that a few of those

reporting are interested, but not to the extent of having

to pay for the course., Of those who designated that a fee

should not be chargeds, a few stated that they felt that they

were paying sufficient taxes for schools to enable a course

of that nature to be given without a charge being made;

while others marked the question allon without any explanation.
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The fact that 64 out of C9, 8 having moved or changed. 00C11.--

pations, stated definitely by signing': the blank that they

would enroll is sufficient evidence that interest veld enthus-

iasm would be shown in a course if offered. From this data

it would seem that farmers are interested in adult aericuitur-

al education and that most of them are interested to the

extent of being willing to pay for it.

Distribution pf answers among the enterprises showed

that all five of them are decidedly interested in such a

course, but if a fee were charged, the Dairymen would drop

out This may be due in part to the small return of question-

naires from those in the dairy business, but this meager

reply to begin with denotes lack of interest. To determine

why Dairymen lack interest while all other's show enthusiasm

would be a study in itself1 Suffice it to say here that all

the enterprises exeept Dairying show sufficient interest to
•

warrent offering a systematic course of Instruction. The

Citrus Growers designate the greatest interest and enthusi

by the best return an the questionnaire and most of them

answered. questions I and 2 by yes. Over half of them,

64fro. denoted by their signature that they were willing to

enroll for a course. Little difference was shown as to

whether OT not a fee was Charged.

The data from this division would lead one to believe

that if courses were offered in the Salt River Valley

concerning the various enteruises, a sufficient number
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would attend to make it worth while, This is true especially

if a prediction is made from these returns as to what they

would have been had questionnaires been sent to the remaining

one thousand farmers, It is entirely possible that the

answers from this group would ran fairly close to the ones

received. In that ease the figures would be doubled. While

a percentage interpretation would remain apprOximately the

same, the number of farmers reached would have been doubled.

In addition to this there is always a group of farmers who

would become interested at the time the course is offered.,

but who would not respond to a questionnaire. The interest

developed and the impetus given by a few key farmers in a

community would no doubt increase the enrollment an appreciable

amount. Of course this increase can only be estimated but

it mnst certainly be Considered and deserves further study.

Then, there are those farmers engaging in miscellaneous

enterprises whose names were not obtained ana who mit be

Considered. This again is only an estimate, but one could

surely expect that a few of these people would be attracted

by courses if they were offered..  The increased profits result-

ing from improved practimes in farm operations that would. be

brought about by a course of systematic instruction in the

various enterprises would surely justify its existance.

In the preparation of a course for adult agricultural

education, it has been found from dxperience by dep artments

of vocational agriculture that a large amount of energy and.
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thought must be given Over to creating an intere2t in the

program„. Definite plans must be made for doing this To

quote from an authority on organizing evening classes will

clearify the meaning. "Many things need to be done in

inaugurating a successful program of evening class work tu

vocational agriculture, for no- movement, and particularly

no movement new ta a community, inaugurates ar runs itself.

Always- back of any such movement big or little which even-

tually amounts to -anything lies a well formulated plan;

moreover,- in back of the plan there is always a man or a

group of men who put the program over. ° The We:turn from the

questionnaire used in this study, even though the percentage

is fairly small, should be very gratifying in view of the

fact that this is a preliminary step and no other preparation

or work han preceded the initial step for this particular

program.

It is always wise in forming a plan to recruit members

of a.class in adult education and to enlist if possible the

cooperation of other leading men and certain groups. Some of

these are the county agricultural agent, the editor of the

local paper, a few good farmers, "Key Farmers" who zA.-e

Interested in the movement and local commercial and civil:

clubs, It is entirely possible that the group responding to

the questionnaire ta this study would serve as the "Key

Farmers ° and through their cooperation and help a class of

as 	 - nEET7I anc7RUgg
P. 52
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considerable extent and size could be built

One must also give consideration in his pau to the

actual recruiting of the group and securinc good attendance

Steps suggested by Schmidt and Ross include the making of a

list of good prospects, this being done by the "key farmers",

sending out of a general letter explaining the purpose and

plan •of the Offering, interview most of the grc,n1) Publicity

through the papers and on the day of the first meeting make

use of the telephone.

Inother factor to be considered is that it is not desir-

able to enroll a large miscellaneous group, but to obtair a

small or medium sized attendance who have the interests,

capacity, energy and time for the instruction. To verify

this statement, Schmidt and Ross say in planning to recruit

the group. "Another consideration which should be mentioned

in connection with the organization of the class is that

s auring a large miscellaneous crowd is not as important as

is securing a mod,erate sized group of the right kind of people.

To make evening class work worthwhile it is necessary to offer

it to a selected group who want, who need, and who can an-d. will
2

profit by the instructior."

In view of the above considerations the return _of the

questionnaires in this study dhows good possibilities for



paving the way for a profitable and helpful course of

systematic instruction in adult agricultural education in

the Salt River Talley. Further more the good derived from

such a •°ours, Will not be limited to the group in attendance

but will tend to diffuse among the other farmers in the

community. This phase will be discussed in more detail In

another chapter of this study.
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Chapter III

Time and Frequency of Eeeting

The time and frequency of meeting classes in adult agri-

tultural education are usually determined by conditions ta

each community and the plan for holding the classes is a

result of those findings. In a study made by Dr. B. H.

Fleenor of the Kansas State College in which eight hundred

and forty-seven schools were surveyed, it was found that the

most frequently mentioned term was for ten weeks with one

lesson per week ana second choice was twelve weeks with one

lesson per week. Other plans which were used a great deal

were meetings held twice a week for six weeks, twice a week
1

for five weeks and five meetings a week for two weeks.

There are two trends of thought in regard to duration of

adult courses in agricultural education. The first one is

usually termed a short course and may be described in words

cd by Schmidt aria Ross. "Most evening classes in vocational

agriculture are held during a slack season in farm work.

Usually this is during the winter months, the class meeting

from two to five times a wee's, either in the evening, in the
2

afternoon, or in the morning." The secend type is the long-

senor

2. Thachiu,. yening and Part-Time Classes in Vocational Agri  -
re - schmidt and Ross P.61
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time intermittent ty,pe, and as Schridt and Ross say, "This

long-time intermittent t,ipe of eveninc o1ca wor - enables

each enterprise croup to solve its probloms at about the time
1

these problems aotually arise." Conditions that exist in

the community in which the coure is to be offered will deter-

nine which type should be used.

This part o2 the study is intended to determine 1A -lat

1-an of meeting would best suit the farmers in the Salt River

Valley. Questions three and four in the questionnaire deal

specifically with this topic. They are:

3. Which of the following plans of neetine, do you prefer?
(Put a 1 opposite your first choice and a 2 for
second choice.)

I. Five times a week for three weeks

2. Two times a week for seven weo:-.s

3. One tine a wedl for fii'teen weeks

4. Would you prefer morning, afternoon or eveaing

meetings?	 Answer

In tabulat:'.Ug this data, those who made no response

to these cuestions were oliminated. Where only one Plan

was checked, it was considered first choice and if two were

checked without showing preference, the first one in order

was ttabn to be first choice. There were 6 that chec ked

two plans with no preference, 16 that checked one p/an onlr,

24 that did not check any plan and 27 that aid_ not designate

LhiiÏ venin F  id.	 mecTasses
Ross	 P. 61
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: Enterprise : 011,..ecl:ed two plans	 :Checed one : Checked:
:showilypreference :plan only :no plan:

0 44

: Citrus
n•n••••••••

Paaltrv

. Alfalfa 

• Cotton

• 0

6
•

3 •••••••••••
•• •

• 0

3 -

4

4
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rorning l afternoon or eveni -ng. Table. IV shows the distri-

bution of irregular - marldngs among enterprises. Of those

that made no choice, 8 haa chnged occiJptions or moved.

Therefore the assumption was made that the re tinder who

made no choice were not sufficiently interested to ao

Table IV

Plan Preference

Fete:: All others were checked as directed
in the questionnaire.

Table V sbews the tab'7!1,ition of frequency designated as

first and second choice. The total from all enterprises reads

that 51 selected plan no. 2 for first place ana 28 selected

plan ne. 3 for second place. Plan no. 2 holds the lead as

firPI choice for each of the five enterprises whilo second

choice differs considernly from one group to another.

Poultrymen selected plan no. 2 as their second choice, Dairy-

men and Cotton Growers selected plan no. 1 for second choice

and Citrus Growers and Alfalfa Growers chose plan. no. 3
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as second choice. So far as the whole group Is concerned,

plan no., 1 received the smallest nimber of votes for first

place as vv11 as second.. The only plans that interestod the

oup as a whole and most of the individual groups were no. 2

and no 3 wlth no, 2 carrying a majority for first p1P,ce.

Table V

Tabulation of Plans for Belding Mectinss

va„ ueno-7 of First C:jaPiQe'
•

-Plan	 -Citrus -Poultry lAlf127.a -Ctton	 :-..;..,../ .Total.,	 :
., 7.,imes	 .	

—4-0	 -_,.... .....--....-
.	 .	 .	 .
* 0e...	 • 2	 • 2.	 '-.	 .

6
	 • 

51

3	 4
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FrV , enc of 3econd Choice
•

:for 3
eeks

• times
:for 7
've_ks
• rm
or 15

-weeks

8

9

9

o

••

•   

.P
:5 times
:for 3
:weeks
T2

. 'tfor•I
•weeks

:for 15
::weeks

Poultx- -Alfalfa Cotton__Dai

••
2 •

o 4
•

411•••••••

•
•

•
0

•
•

•
4 ••

-Total -

•
22

•

-Citrus

16

• 14
•

Table VI contains the tabulation of answers to uestion

4 It will be noted that a total of 70 answered the Question.

Of these 58 were in favor of evening, 6 afternoon and 6 morn-

tug classes, the- vote being decidedly in favor of the evening

hour,
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.0	 s .Poultry ,Alfalfa .Cotton :Dairy .Total -

0
4

• • •
. 11	 9	 • 10	 7 -58

:Time af
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Table VI

The data obtained in this study shows that farmers in the

Salt River Valley prefer that if a systematic course of instruc-

tion in agriculture is to be given that it meet twice a week

for seven weeks, with the plan of once a week for fifteen weeks

receiving second place. The plan receiving first place is a

compromise between the "short course" and the "long-time

intermittent type." From this study one would assume that the

farmers recognize some of the deficiencies occuring in the

short type course. In the first place it is tiresome and

weartng on those who enroll to have to attend classes every

evening besides doing their regular work. There is not enough

time between meetings to allow for assimilation of material

already presented or for preparation of future material.

The short course class does not allow time enough for problems

to present themselves to farmers for discussion at meetings.

EVen though the short plan was rejected, the selection by

the farmers did not go to the other extreme, but gave it

second choice. The plan of once a week for fifteen weeks

allows for a chance to follow the enterprise through and

attack difficulties and problems as they occur, but it also
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may prove that the meetings being spread out will cause those

who attend to lose interest. The plan chosen (twice a week for

seven weeks) is not so tiring and strenuous, but meets often

enough to hold interest in the class.

There are several other falitors to be considered ta

deciding upon a plan for meeting the classes. The time avail-

able to the instructor and the -cost of the program are also

important considerations. The time available to the instructor

and the subsequent cost are of equal importance. The plan

chosen by the farm population would make an ideal teaching

set up, especially if the instructor were from some institu-

tion like the University of Arizona, College of Agriculture

which is located a short distance from the Salt River Valley.

An instructor could conduct two adult courses simultaneously

at different points in the Valley and leave suffioient time

to do considerable follow-up work. By follow-us work is

meant the supervision of practices by the instructor on each

individual farm. As an example, let us suppose classes were

to be condueted In Mesa, Arizona and Peoria, Arizona; these

towns being about fifty miles apart  The nights for the Mesa

classes would be Monday and Thursday while Peoria classes

would meet on Tuesday and Friday evenings. This would give

ample time between meetings for the instructor to do the

needed follow-up supervision in both communities. It would

even be possible for one instructor to conduct three meetings,

that is one group on Monday and Wednesday, another on Tuesday
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and Friday, the third on Thursday and Saturday. Houever,

the time for fo11ow4ip work.would be limited. An organiza-

tion of this sort would make. it possible and convenient for

*ore farmers to attend and would eliminate the necessity of

the instructor traveling back and forth from the institution

to the Valley. The plans would be for the teacher to spend

the entire seven weeks in the Valley conducting the classes.

A set up of this nature would, not only satisfy the desires

of the members of the commurity, but it would also be an

efficient arrangement for those conducting the course.

The data presented in this Study shows an almost unani-

mous vote in favor of evening classes. The largest vote far

morning classes was from the Alfalfa Gravers. All other

emterpriseS spoke overwhelmingly for evening classes.

From the results shown above, an «venin- class conducted

twice a -eek for seven weeks would meet the desires of the

largest number of farmers reporting.
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Chapter IV

Material for Course Content

,Course ftintent in adult agricultural education is nearly

obtained from a survey of farm activities in the community in

which the course is to be offered. Instructional material is

largely taken from the difficulties that farmers experience

in carrying on their operations. In order to serve the larg-

est number it is neeessary to find out what difficulties

frmere are having and. what topics they mould like to know

more about. It is also necessary in constructing a course

for adults to know whether the majority of those who would

attend are experienced in their enterprise or just starting

in the business.-

It is the purpose of this division of the problem to

find out what subjects the farmers in Salt River Valley are

interevted in so that a course might be constructed that

would fit their needs. As the questions pertaining to this

material vary from one enterprise to another, they will be

stated as each enterprise is discussed. A separate division

of enterprises will be made in this chapter because operations

and difficulties are different for each project.

The answers to Questions 5, 6, 7 on the questionnaire

for Citrus Growers Show the operations and difficulties for

this division. These questions are

5. Row many years of experience have you had in Citrus



Growing?

6. Row many acres do you have in Citrus?

7. Check Citrus Growing Subjects
in Which you are- interested

last difficulties
experienced in
conducting your
ellIPLTElse 	  

1. Etrsery operations	 1.
2, Estab/ishing and care of

young grove	 2.
3. Soil moisture, control-

irrigation practice 0.
4. The maintainence of soil fer-

tility, fertilization action 	 4.
5. Factors influencing the "set,'

and maturity of fruit	 5.
6. Marketing and distribution

proration outlook
7. Disease and insect pests and

control

From the returns on the Citrus enterprise, it was found

that the average sears of experience was 7.80 with a range of

from no experience to twenty-five years.  Ont of the twenty-four

reporting on experience, there was one who had no experience,

one with one year, three with two years, one with three years,

and the remaining eighteen had six years or more experience.

The average size of farm devoted to Citrus Growing was found

to be twenty-nine acres, the group ranging from four acres In

the smallest grove to eighty acres for the largest. There

was only one who bad four acres. The majority of those

reporting ranged between twenty and forty acres. From these

reporta one may seY that a substantial group, of Citrus Growers

returned the questionnaires. Those who would probably attend

a course of instruction would, according to the results of

this stu4Y, be largely experienced Citrus men owning or
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The next topic to be considered. concerns the subjects

in. which Citrus_ Growers are interested. In tabulating these

results where difficulties experienced could be classified

under one of the Citrus subjects it was done SO. Otherwise,

a separate and additional tabulation of  the subject was added.

aubject
	

Checked Listed as Total

1. W:tions	 1
	 difficulty	

1

2. Establishing and care of young	 9
	 9

grave

3. Soil moisture control-irrigation 21
	

22
practice

4. The maintainence of soil fer-	 22
tility, fertilization action

5. Factors influencing the "set"
	

2?
and maturity of fruit

6. Marketing and distribution, 	 19
	

22
proration outlook

Y. Disease and insect pests and
	

13
	

15
oontrol

Other subjects listed. once each as diffIculties are:

1. SPecial soil tests far trees

Packing and storage

3* lemon pruning

4, Financing

5. Frost in:ury

6. Selecting mast economical tractor and. orchard equipement

7 * lUbrication and fuel for tractors

There are at least four subjects tn which Citrus



intensely interested az shown by the data obtained from the

questionnaire. They are in order of preference; factors

influencing the "set" and maturity of fruit, soil moisture,

and irrigation practiees, the maintainence of soil fertility

and fertilisation action, marketing, distribution and prora-

tion outlook. There were two other subjects in which interest

was ahown. These were diseases and insect pests, control,

establishment and care of young groves. In planning a course

to be offered in the Salt River Valley, one would include a

study of the above six mentioned suljects and then if time

permitted and it aeemed to interest a large enough number,

a disenssion of difficulties could be arranged. Another plan

that could be nsed would be to base the course on these six

main subjecits and plan for a portion of sash meeting to

discuas difficulties experienced by those in attendance.

The six topics would serve, however, as a foundation nnen

whioh to build a course of systematic instruction in adult

agrionitural educatian.

Questions 5, 6, 7, 4, and 9 in the Poultry Questionnaire

were asked with the intention of obtaining this material*

5. What is the size of your present flock?

Breed? 	

6. is Poultry a sideline or a main enterprise?

How many years of experience have you had. with

Poultry? 	 _
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8. Cheek Poultry subjects in
	

List difficulties,
which you are interested	 experienced in con-

n ente rise

1. Incabation
2. Brooding chicks
3, Rearing chicks
4. Diseases
5, Marketing
6. Breeding
7. Flock management
8. Finance of poultry enterprise
9. Housing
10. Feeding for egg production
11. Fattening for market

94 Other agricultural subjects I desire

1 m

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

instruction in

(choose two) Dairying 	 s livestock (hogs, sheep,

cattle)	 -Citrus	 * Lettuce and Vegetables

Cotton	 * Agricultural Seonomics ------#

Farm Management 	 s Others not listed.

In lookihg over the returns it was found that the flocks

varied in size from 12 to 1800 with the average at 488.

Hco,ever, most of them range from 100 to 500 which is a fair

sized flock. The years of experience range from five to

forty with an average of 11.3. The majority of those with the

larger flocks have had more experience. Turkeys, White

lieghoras, and Rhode Island Reds were the breeds mentioned.

Five marked Poultry as a main enterprise s six recorded a side

Une and four did not report.

In tabulating the Poultry sUbjects in which farmers were

interested and the difficulties experienced where the diffi-

culties listed same under one of the subjects already on the

questionnaire * it was counted with that subject. Other
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difficulties were noted separately.

It will be noted that the subject of diseases leads the

list with 13 0 brooding chicks comes second with 9, rearing

chicks, noel( management and feeding for egg production have

7 votes apiece and financing and marketing received 5 voted.

PTOM the return on the Poultry questionnaire one would

expect that those who enroll would be mostly experienced

Poult,e4rmen operating a fairly good sized flock. A course

in Poultry Production should include diseases, brooding chieks„

rearing chicks, flock management, feeding for egg production,

and marketing and fillencimg.

The next enterprise to be discussed is Alfalfa growing.

The qurstions eaneerning this division are those in the

qUestionnaire numbered 5, 6 and 7,

• How many years of experience hate you had in Alfalfa
Growing?	 Ans er

6. How many acres do you farm?
Acres in Alfalfa?

7, Check subjects in Alfalfa Growing
in which you are interested

1. Seed bed preparation 	 1.
2. Seeding Praetices
5. Seed selection	 2.
4* Irrigating practices
5. Field management	 3.
6. Harvesting practices
7. Marketing	 4.
e„ Characteristics of hay qualities

From the tabulation of those forms that were returned

it was tom . 	 the Alfalfa Growers were on the average an

List difficul-
ties experien -
eed te conduct-
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groupeXerienced 	 of farmers operating a reasonable proportion

of large farms in the growing of Alfalfa. Those engaced in

this enterprise show an aver e of nineteen and one half years

xperienee ranging from one to fifty years. The number of

eres in the farm averaged 204 with a range from 20 to 620

acres, The tta1 acreage represented was 2932 acres. The

number of acres in Alfalfa averaged 85 acres with a range

from 7 to 240 acres, The total acreage in Alfalfa represented

by the return was 102 acres.

The subjects in which A/fa/fa Growers were interested

showed_ a fairly even distribution among all listed subjects

with two •enterprises as exeeptions. Irrigation practices

reoeived 10, the largest nutber of votes given any subject

and marketing came second. with 7 votes. The others were,

characteristics of hay qualities, harvesting preetices, and

field management each receiving 4 'rotes . Seed bed preparation

received 3 votes, seed selection, 2. Difficulties li-ted and

not included in the tabulation of the above subjects were

control of grasshoppers and correcting hard spots.

From eVidenee as shown by the above returns a course

ecristrcted. for Alfalfa Gravers should include all the sub-

jec listed in the questionnaire with some preference being

given to irrigation practices and marketing.. The two diffieul

ties with others that no doubt exist would be discussed in

the time provided for presenting difficulties.

The (testions asked an the Cotton Graving enterprise
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litiomaire and whioh concern this discussion are Questions

' r fy and 7.

5, How many sores do you farm?

7. Chech Cotton Growing subjects
in which you are interested

1. Seed selection
	

1.
2. Seed bed preparation
3. Planting
	

2.
4. Irrigation and cultivation
b. Control of insects and disease 3.
6. Harvesting
7. Marketing
	

4

A tabulation of questionnaires returnod by Gotten

Growers show that this Aroup owns or operates large farms.

The total aereage represented in the farm was -5985 acres.

This is on an average of 598 acres per farm with a range of

from 30 to 3500 acres. The acres in Cotton was shown as a

total of 4262 acres. The average acreage per farm was 473

acres with a range from 10 to 3300. The acreage in Cotton

wouLd no datibt be increased tn normal times and without the

existance of the U. S. Cotton acreage reduction program.

The interest of Cotton Growers in subjects suggested

on the questionnaire shows a very even distribution. The

comparative interest Is shown by votes given to the various

sUbjects. Irrigation ana cultivation received 10 votes,,

planting and control of insects and deseases receive& 7

votes apiece-. Seed selection and seed bed preparation eaoh

received 6 votes and harvesting and marketing were recorded

with 3 Votes each. There were three difficulties listed that

Acres in Cotton?

List difficulties
experienced in con-
duct	 ente rise
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listed dh the questionnaire. They are control of bermuda

grfrass , getting rid of hard spots and control of crusting of

the soil.

From the above data it seems that a course cons zructed

for tiotton Growers would be very similar to the one for the

Alfalfa Growers. That is all the subjects listed in the study

of this enterprise should be included in the course with a

little preference shown to the topic of irrigation and cul-

tivation. The difficulties couid. as has been suggested for

other enterprises.. be brought up and discussed in the time

alloted for that purpose.

The returns of questionnaires from the Dairy enterprise

was the smallest of all it being only 5.25 of those sent

out. Wen thaaah this factor limits the value of predicting

"course content from the returns of this study it still will

liege considerable value aa a guide to what subjects Dairymen

are most interested In The questions concerned are numbers

and 7 in the questionnaire.

5. How many years or experience have you had in
Dairying?

6. Rows:any milk cows do you:have? 	  Breed? 	

7.,Check subjects in Dairying
 ph yp are t2ret.

I.
1.4
	 fitik7Miik pro vo lo

• Prevention and control of
diseases

3. Breeding preblems
4, Care and management of

dairy -cattle

List difficulties ex -
rerienced in enterprise

2.

3.
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S. Production of milk with law	 4.
bacteria count

6* Manufacture of dairy products
Oit the farm	 5.

1. Judging dairy cattle

The Dairymen reporting show an average of twelve years

experience with a range of from five to forty years. The

eVerage sized herd shown was 10 cows with a range from 3 to

18 cows. The total number of cows being 76 the above figures

are good. This groupmall have small herds and wide experience,

therefore a eourse for these men would have to be for an

experienced group.

This group was peculiar in eomparison with the others in

that no diffioulties were listed that could not be included

in the subjects already listed. The distribution among the

subjects el:ready liated shows a very even arrangement. Feedi

ing for milk production received 8 counts, prevention and con-

trol of disease, breeding problems and care and management of

dairy -cattle 6 each, manufacture of dairy Products an the farm

5, and production of milk with a low bacteria count and

judging dairy cattle each received 3 votes.

Here again the returns call for a general eou se with

preferenee for Dairymen given to feeding and control of

disease. However, before attempting to construct  and offer

a etPUrse for the Dairymen, a more promising report of atten-

dance and interest must be obtained. This small return may

be due to a number of factors. Dairymen as a rule have

regular farm operations besides their dairy to look after.



This calls . for more of their ttro and consequently would

leave little time for courses offered to them. This group

of men are already as a rule engaged in meetings of associa-

ti one and marketing groups where attempts are made to secure

a reasonable price for the product. This also draws heavily

upon the Dairymenls time. Reasons for the lack of interest

shown by this group in courses of instruction would be an

interesting problem in itself, and must le studied to know

how to remedy the situation.

The remaining part of this discussion is concerned with

ether enterprise. subjects in whieh farmers want instruction

or are interested. The part of the questionnaire concerned

with this division is question 6 of the Cotton enterprise,

question 8 In Citrus, Alfalfa and Dairy, and. question 9

for the Poultry group. They are listed below.

Cotton 6. What other farm enterpriees in which you:would.
like class instruction, do you engage in

Citrus )
Alfalfa( e Other agrioultral sub sots 1 desire instrue
Dairy )	 time in (choose two): Dairying, (); Poultry(

Ilvestook Choge, sheep, oattle) 0; Citrus 04
Lettuse and vegetables (); Cotton 0;
cultural economic 0; Farm management
other not listed

Fault 9. Same as 11 above

Table VII shows the distribution of interest in other

enterprises and subjects as shown by questionnaire return.

Citrus Growers are more interested-is Agricultural Economies
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• Farm Yana
o e: Other subjects written in and occuringonly once: dates,

apricots, rabbits, bees and flax.	 -
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Poultrymen ire interested mostly in Citrus ana Dairying;

Alfalfa Growers show leading interest in Poultry, Livestock,

and Cotton; Cotton Growers show very little or no interest

in other enterprises; and Dairymen show interest in Poultry

and Farm Management. The total returns from all enterprises

show that Poultry leads the list with Agricultural Economics

second, Farm Management, Cotten, Lettuce and Vegetables,

Citrus, Livestock, and Dairying all show considerable inter-

est but less than the two leading topics.

The results of this seetian show very teeidealy that a

course of instruction in any of the enterprises inclriLed in

the study should include a small amount of time given over to

the conditions and possibilities of other enterprises and

some discussion of farm Nhnagement and &gricultural Xconomir

ics.
Table VII

Interest Shown in Other Enterprises
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The subjects in which farmers are most vitally interested

and the interest shown in other enterprises have been discussed

In the light of , questionnaire returns from the via.rious enter-

prises* This material will indicate to some extent what

subjects should be included in a course of instruction to be

offered in the Salt River Valley for the various enterprises.

However, the final consideration of course content will depend

upon an am6,..n1ysis of the enterprises and their difficulties to

be made closer to the time of offering the course. This is

necessary because conditions change very rapidly and the

difficulties listed now may not be those listed a year from

now. These returns however indicate ve.A4 - decidealy the dir-

ection in which farmers trterests are turned at the present

and should a course be offered, a little help from the County

Agent or some other officer in direct contact with the field

would ladiaate the changes that have ocaured and serve to

bring the course up to date.

Content of courses in adult agriaaltural education oast

always be derived from the need of the farmer at the time of

instruction and therefore the content will vary considerably

from time to time. The one thing to keep in mind when deciding

upon what to teaeh is that adults do not go to school for

credit, but to receive help in real life situations and te

learn methods of meeting difficulties experienced by them.

A course of systematic instruction in adult agricultural

education built upon the desires and needs of the farmers
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ii thout doUbt be a source if properly andue ted by some

one who knows the field. Such course should be supported

by the interest of the farmers, should have a definite and

well laid plan for meeting and arousing interest and should

meet the needs of the community and especially those in

attendance.
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Chapter V

rarmerts Attitudes and Some Other Considerations

In making this study it seemed that an excellent oppor-

tunity was at hand to give the farm owners and operators a

chance to express themselves in regrd to adult agricultural

education. It was felt that the comments of these men

might bring to view feelings and tittitudes that the blank

form itself would not touch. Consequently a note was added

on the bottom of the page of each questionnaire asking that

the back of the sheet be used for comments.

The reports found an the back of questionnaires were

very interesting and gratifying in the number that expressed

additional interest. There were thirty-Tour out of the

ninety-six returned who made comments on the proposed coarse.

On a tabulation of those who commented it was found that

there were twenty-eight favorable notations and six that

were not favorable. Of those that were unfavorble there

was only one that expressed his view point at some length.

This statement was to the effect that he thought it a mistake

to start any such class and expect the overbflrdened farmer

to pay for it.. He also said that it was equally as big a

mistake to start such classes on a free basis and take the

expense out of tax money. The other unfavorable reports

were brief and the comments were along the line of not

interested" or "too busy to attend."
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There were many interesting responses among the list of

those who were favorable. Some of these suggestions are

here included. One man sIggested that a course in vegitable

growing and propagation of ornamental plants be given. He

thought the home garden should be more popular and homes

should be beautiful. Another notation was to the effect

that the writer had moved from the Salt River Valley to the

Sulpher Springs Valley and felt that a course of instruction

in Poultry Production was both wanted and needed there.

Another type of comment of which there were two or three

said that if women attended they would sule/y be interested.

There were two who were very mach concerned about the course

but as they themselves were deaf they felt that they would

gain little from the course. The remainder were general

comments such as "'would like to attend but health will not

permit" and "will attend if I ean."

This portion of the study shows again that farmers are

interested in getting new ideas and learning how to eperate

their business on a more economical basis. It also predicts

that those who made these favorable comments would be sub-

stantial boosters for a course of instruction were it to be

offered.

On the first observation of data presented in support

of adult education in this study, it appeared that the return

from the questionnaire was very email; but there are several

factors to be considered before final conclusions are drawn.
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One reason for the small return might lie in the educational

statua of the farm population. A study made by Fleenor of

Kansas State Agricultural College in which a survey of thirty

thousand students of evening schools was made, reports that

in regard to the educational status, 47.70 have an elementary

school education, 24.40 have some high school education,

23.70 have less than elementary school education, and only
1

4.20 have some college training.	 With this fact in view

it seems reasonable that people of this type who had had so

little schooling efouid not recognize the value of classes

sufficiently to bother to fill in and return a questionnaire.

Furthermore, the return of questioeraires when sent to a

group of select people such as teachers, professors seldom

reach over 750 unless some pressure is brought to bear.

Then the retern from a largely uneducated group of people

would naturally be rather small. Perhaps another reason

for the small return would be the time of year in which they

were sent out. The form being sent the first week in May,

probably coineided with a season of the year when farm

operationt were well started and thus ee -ay of the questionnaires

farmers who were too busy to pay any attention to its contents.

A third angle might be that if those who have been active

in -farm work and adelt programs of education before are not  

eenor 
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concerned enough to return a form of this nature, surely

the farmer who knows very little about things of this sort

would not take the time to answer. Questionnaires were sent

purposely to several agricultural leaders in the Salt River

Valley in order to get their reactions to the program, but

unfortunattaynorreof these were retirned. Perhaps there is

a reason but the facts remain the same.

Adult education in agriculture comprises a very important

part of the field of education. In the first place, the

figures given on page 42 of this chapter show that this group

includes a large number of people with very little education.

Many people of this class realize when it is too late that

they should have taken the opportunity offered them for

education and likewise any of them did not have the oppor-

tunity to attend school so lose the second chance through

ignorance. Therefore, it Seems reasonable that these people

be given an opporturity to learn things that are essential

to making a living. Adult education is also a means of

improving the welfare of OUT country. This can best be

illustrated by a quotation and a clear diagram,. uStandards

lead to demand on the citizen; demands lead to need for help;

need of the citizen for help leads to the duty of the state

to give service that will help. Service leads to the right

of everj citizen to help. Meeting this right by the state

gives stability,. progress and conservation of our resources

to the countrw All this may be illustrated by a diagram.
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Welfare
of Country
Requires

Total Citizen-	 Foxy Jobs
ship Jobs	 -› to be Dolt()
Done Properly —

Citizens
Must Do ---
Them

State Sets	 Citizens
Up Standards	 Need Help    

State
Duty
Help

Citizens
Equipped

Citizens
Right to 1.011n

Help

Jobs Done
Properly --

State
Gives
Help

VOtai Citizen-
ship Jobs Done ..., ..... ...., .... ....,,,,..

Properly

Welfare of	 1
Country Promoted."

This is indeed an important element to take into consider-

ation when Offering adult education.

Another problem in offering courses in adult agric'lliiiral

educion is that of - who shall conduct the classes? and

under whose administration shall it come? In the past

adult education has been administered through the Department

of Vocational Agriculture and the Extension Departments of

different states. These o:ganizations have proven themselves

to be very unstable. One year the enrollment is high and the

next year there is no pressure exerted and the enrollment

drops to a low level. It is necessary ixt order to make a

course effective and get the most out of it to continue it

year after year. A stabilized organization must be at the

head in order to accomplish the aims. Another feature nec-

. Adu	 ca 	_ pee WiTiFt--017517R.- W-77e7. ---EEFF:
lean Vocational Association. December 1927 -- P. 19
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essary for an effective program of adult education in agri-

culture is that instructors should be men of training

experience to whom the adult members of the class can look

to for information and instruction. In the past, evening

(atlases have been conducted by the teachers of vocatAonal

agriculture in the high school of their community. These

teafihers are usually estipped and capable of conducting the

meetings, but there exists a psychological barrier that is

hard te overcome, Men rebel at being taught by a teacher

of children. In some cases these teachers of agriculture

in high schools have net been able to conduct classes and

consequently adult agricultural education has suffered.

these cases however, are not numerous. Still another

view is that the teacher of high school vocational agri-

culture does nat have time to conduct evening schools. The

regular work -of his classes and supervising functions in

regard to projects will take all of his time, provided

he does hie jab well If this teacher must also organi •

emrenii$g classes both tasks will suffer.

It has been suggested by some that the county agri-

cultural agent might conduct the classes, but his duties

are already too numerous to allow time for the classes.

FUrthermore it is impossible for the county agent to be a

specialist in each field of agriculture gnd that is what

is rscruirod for an efficient course in adult agricultural

education. Besides the coun_ agent's regular duties,
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others have been added by the U. S. Crops Reduction program

thus putting more of a premium on the agentts ti_o.

A program to be effective and officient must be

conducted by an organization that is in possession of the

knowledge for such eaarses, that has within its bounds a

corp of specialized instructors and that is stable. With

these qualifications in mind it seems that the most logical

organization to conduct evening classes would be some

institution like the University of Arizona College of

Agriculture. This type of organization has the information *

the trained workers and is stable. The information in their

possession does no one any good if it remains in the files,

tut put to work in the field gives aid to the ran trying to

make a living from the soil. A program of adult agricultural

education is one method of putting this information to work.

This would be one of the most economic and efficient programs

for admit agricultural education. Put the farmers th possession

of information that will be valuable for economicza farming

operations.
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Chapter VI

Summary and Conclusions

This study deals with the need for and conditions under

which a program of adult agricultural education should be

offered in the Salt River Valley. As a result of the curtail-

Vent of the program of adult agricultural education by the

Department of Vocational Agriculture and because of numerous

letters received by the University of Arizona, College of

Agriculture asking for some sort of evening class instruc-

tion, this problem was undertaken. It ftened essential to

discover the interests, desire..., and attitudes of farmers in

the Salt River Valley. Consequently this study through the

questionnaire method has attempted to contact a representa-

tive group of farmers and determine the trends along which

they are thinking ta regard to adult agricultural education.

The contents of these chapters with the supporting

data justify some conclusion in regard to adult agricultur-

al education ta the Salt Rive_ Valley. These are:

1. The farmers ta the Salt River Valley as represented

by e five enterprises in this study are interested in a

systematic course of instruction in adult agricultural ed-

ucations There are a few who would not be willing to pay

for the course but the majority of them want the course and

have signed their seams signifying their intention whether
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they muet pay a nominal fee or not.

2. The group represented in this study are in favor of

a plan of meeting whereby the course will be spread over a

longer period of time. This was shown by first choice being

given to the plan of meeting twice a week for seven weeks

and second choice going to the plan of once a week for four-

teen weeks. The short concentrated proposal of five times

a week for two weeks recetVed small consider ation. It is

also evident that farmers prefer meeting in the evening.

3 9 Those who are interested in adult agricultural educe-

tion are mostly the experienced farmers who are operating

medium or large sized enterprises.

4. rn most oases courses for eaoh enterprise must be

planned separately because of the difference in operating

prroedures. The difficulties listed by farmers are somewhat

different far each enterprise . Also the subjects of inter-

est listed in the questionnaire vary from one division to

another.

5. Most of those who returned the questionnaire are

interested in one or more enterprises other than the one

covered by the blank form. in other words, Cotton Growers

signified interest in Alfalfa and similar subjects. There-

fore, courses when Planned must include some work on other

enterprises.

6. Parmer s attitudes as shown by remarks on the tack

of the questiannotre are grai2 favorable to adult agrt-
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cultural education. Many f-ruggestions were made as to sub-

41e:eta Interested in and general statements of Ideas.

A stuk- cannot be made withowt nev3. problems suggesting

themselves. One that has been brought to light by this

study is„ to determine the reasons for the wide difference

in interest as shown by the questionnaire returns on Citrus

and Dairy.

It would ne doubt be valuable *ad interesting to

discover specific reasons why Dairymen are the least inter-

ested in Instruction in adult agricultural education and also

why the Citrus Growers are the most interested. Does Citrus

offer more problems than the Dairy? Are Dairymen as a rule

less educated than Citrus Growers? Do Dairyman have more

work and longer hours than the Citrus Growers? These are

some of the questions that arise. It is entirely possible

that the answer to this problem might lead to a way of

helping the Dairymen more in their difficulties.

The greatest deficiency in the present study is the

small return of qUestionmAres and even though this small

return has to some extent been justified, the results are

not as reliable as if a larger number had answered. It is

passible that other methods could be used whereby a larger

return would be available. This 'however is work that may be

attempted in the future. This study reveals that there are

those who are interested and upon them rests a large part of

the burden of enrolling from the vastly larger group of pa -

tentia evening elass studeftts.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMIVT STATION

Tucson, Arizona

Name 	 Address 	
1. If a systematic coUrse of instruction in Citrus Growing, classes to

begin next fall or winter, were to be conducted in your community by the
University of Arizona, College of Agriculture, would you enroll?

Yes	 No

2. If a fee of three dollars is Charged would you enroll4

Yes	 No

3. Which of the following plans do you prefer?
(Place a 1 for the first choice and a 2 for the second choice.
	  1. Five times a week for three weeks.

2. Two times a week for seven weeks.
3. One time a week for fifteen weeks.

4. Would you prefer morning, afternoon, or evening class meetings?

Answer

5. How many years of experience have you had in Citrus Growing?	

6. How many acres do you have in Citrus? 	

7. Check Citrus Growing sub-	 List difficulties experienced in
jects in which you are interested,	 conducting your enterprise.

1. Nursery operations	 1. 	
2. Establishing and care of young grove
3. Soil moibture control-irrigation practice 2. 	
4. The maintenance of soil fertility

fentilization action.	 3.
5. Factors influencing the "set" and

maturity of fruit.	 4.
6. Marketing and distribution, proration

outlook.	 5.
7. Disease and insect pests and control.

8. Other agricultural subjects I desire instruction in (choose two):
Dairying ( ), poultry ( ), Livestock (hogs, sheep, cattle) ( ), Citrus ( ),
Lettuce & vegetables ( ), cotton ( ), Agri. economics ( ), Farm Management ( ),

other not listed 	

9. If you are actually willing to enroll for a systematic course of in-

struction in Citrus Growing, please sign your name and address.

Name 	

Address 	

Phone 	

(Use back of sheet for conments)
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

COLLEGE. OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Tucson, Arizona

Name ,	 Address     

1. If a systematic course of instruction in Poultry Production clas-
ses to be given next fall or winter, were conducted in your community by
the University of Arizona, College Of Agriculture, designed to assist you in
making more profits from your operations, would you enroll?

Yes	 No

2. If a fee of three dollars is charged would you enroll?

Yes	 No
3. Which of the following plans for meeting do you prefer?

(Put a 1 opposite your first choice and a 2 for second.)

1. Five times a week for three weeks.

2. Two times a week for six weeks.

3. One time a week for twelve weeks.

4. Would you prefer: morning, afternoon, or evening classes?
An

5. What is the size of your present flock?	 Breed

6. Is Poultry a side line or your main enterprise?

7. How many years of experience have you had with Poultry?

8. Check Poultry subjects in List difficulties experienced in
which you are interested,	 conducting your poultry operations.

I. Incubation	 1.

2. Brooding ,chicks
3.. Rearing chicks	 2.

4. Diseases
5. Marketing	 3.

6. Breeding
7. Flock Management	 4.

8. Financing of Poultry Enterprise
9. Housing	 5.

10. Feeding for egg production
11. Fattening for market
	

6.

12.

9. Other agricultural subjects , I desire instruction in (choose two)
Dairying, ( ), Poultry ( ), Livestock (Hogs, Sheep, Cattle) ( ), Citrus ( ),
Lettuce and vegetables ( ), Cotton ( ), Agricultural Economics ( ), Farm
Management ( ), Other not listed 	

10. If you are actually willing to enroll for a systematic course of
instruction in Poultry Production, please sign your name and address.

Name

Address

Phone

Use back of sheet for cement.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL aPERIMENT STATION
Tucson, Arizona

Name	 Address

1. If a systematic course of instruction in Alfalfa Growing, classes
to begin next fall or winter, Were to be conducted in your community by the
University of Arizona, College of Agriculture, designed to assist you in
making more profit's from your operations, would you enroll?

Yes	 No

2. If a fee of three dollars is charged, would you enroll?

Yes	 No

3. Which of the following plans do you prefer?
(Place a 1 for first choice and a 2 for second choice.)

	  Five times a week for three weeks.

	  Two times a week for seven weeks.

	 One time a week for fifteen weeks.

4. Would you prefer morning, afternoon, or evening class meetings?

Answer

5. How many years of experience have you had in Alfalfa Growing?

Answer

.6. How many acres do you farm?	 Acres in Alfalfa?

7. Check subjects in Alfalfa List difficulties experienced in
Growing in which you are interested, conducting our enterprise.

1. eed bed preparation
2. Seeding practices
3. Seed selection
	

2.
4. Iirigating practices
5. Field management
	

3.
6. Harvesting practices
7. Marketing	 4.
8. Characteristics of hay qualities.

5. ,

_	 8. Other agricultural. subjects I desire instruction in (choose two)
Dairying, ( ), Poultry ( ), Livestock (Hogs, Sheep, Cattle) ( ), Citrus ( ),,
Lettuce and vegetables 1 ), Cotton Ç ), Agricultural Economics ( ), Farm
Management ( ), Other hot Hated

9. If you are'actually willing to enroll for a systematic course of
instruction in Alfalfa Growing, please sign your name and address.

Name

Address

Phone

Use back of sheet for comments.



UNf7ERST4OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

Tucson, Arizona

Name	 Address

1. If a systematic course of instruction in Cotton Growing, classes
to begin next fall or winter, were to be conducted in your community by the
University of Arizona, College of Agriculture, designed to assist you in
making more profits from your operations, would you enroll?

Yes	 No     

2. If a fee of three dollars is charged would you enroll?

Yes	 No

3. Which of the following plans for meeting do you prefer?
(Put a 1 opposite your first choice and a 2 for second choice.)

	 1. Five times a week for three weeks.

2. Two times a week for seven weeks.

3. One time a week for fifteen weeks.

4. Would you prefer morning, afternoon, or evening class meetings?

An

5. How many acres do you farm?	 Acres in cotton?

6. What other farm enterprises, in which you would like class in-
struction, do you engage in?

subjects

Answer

7. Check cotton growing
in which you are interested,

List difficulties experienced in
conducting your enterprise.

1. Seed Selection 1.
2. Seed bed preparation
3. Planting 2.
4. Irrigation and cultivation
5. Control of insects and disease 3.
6. Harvesting
7. Marketing 4.
8.

5.

8. If you are actually willing to enroll for a systematic course of
instruction in Cotton Growing, please sign your name and address.

Name

Address

Phone

Use back of sheet for comments.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

Tucson, Arizona

Name	 Address

1. If a systematic course of instruction in Dairying, classes to
begin next fail or winter, were conducted in your community by the University
of Arizona, College of Agriculture, designed to assist you in making more profits
from your operations, would you enroll?

Yes	 No

It a fee of three dollars is Charged, would you enroll?

Yes  	No 	

3. Which of the following plans do you prefer?
(Place a 1 for first choice and a 2 for second choice.)

1. Five times a weak for three weeks.

2. Two times a week for seven weeks.

3. One time a week for fifteen weeks.

4. Would you prefer morning, afternoon, or evening class meetings?

Answer
5. How many years of experience have you had in Dairying?

6. How Many milk cows do you have?	 Breed

7. Check subjects in Dairying	 List difficulties experienced
in which you are interested,	 in conducting your enterprise.

1. Feeding for milk production	 1.
2. Prevention and control of diseases
3. Breeding problems	 2.
4. Care and-man.qgement of dairy cattle
5. Production of milk with low bacteria 3.

count.
6. Manufacture of dairy products on	 4.

the farm
7. Judging dairy cattle.	 6.

8. Other agricultural subjects I desire instruction in (choose two)
Dairying ( ), Poultry ( ), Livestock (Hogs, Sheep, Cattle) ( ), Citrus ( ),
Lettuce and vegetables ( ), Cotton ( ), Agricultural Economics ( ), Farm
Management ( ), Oter not listed 	

9. If you are actually willing to enroll for a systematic course of
instruction in Dairying, please sign your name and address.

Name

Address 	

Phone 	

Use back of sheet for comment.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

College of Agriculture

Tucson

Dear Friend:

As a new service to farmers, the College of Agriculture is
preparing to offer a program of systematic class instruction, next
fall and winter, at some central point in the Salt River Valley, as
a means of assisting them in their production and management problems.

In conducting these classes the complete resources of the
College of Agriculture will be used. The instructors will be
the regular members of the College and Agricultural Extension Service
staffs.

In order to get the most practical and most interesting
problems and topics for discussion we are asking the fanders to help
us select, by means of the enclosed reporting form i the subjects with
which they are most concerned.

To properly prepare for these classes, the College would
like to know in advance to what extent the classes will be attended
and also something about the interests of those who will enroll.
We would appreciate having you fill out the enclosed blank and return
it to us in the self-addressed envelope, even if you are not interested
in attending any of the :classes as indicated.

If you wish to attend classes in more than one subject,
please fill in the places provided.

Thanking you for the courtesy of filling in and returning
the form, I am,

Yours very truly,

P. S. Burge s6,
Dean.
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